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ABSTRACT
For (HF)n , (H2 O)n , and (HCl)n (n = 3 − 5), we have rigorously characterized the
structures for the minima and transition states for synchronous proton transfer (SPT)
with the CCSD(T) method and aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. The electronic barrier heights
(∆E † ) associated with these transition states have also been computed with the explicitly correlated CCSD(T)-F12 method and the aug-cc-pVQZ-F12 basis set (abbreviated aQZ-F12). (HCl)n (n = 3 − 5) SPT transition states have not been previously
identified to the best of our knowledge, and they have been found to have D3h , D2d ,
and C1 point group symmetry, respectively. Our CCSD(T)-F12/aQZ-F12 computations for the hydrogen fluoride clusters indicate that the electronic barrier heights
for SPT in the tetramer and pentamer are nearly identical at the CBS limit, and we
observe the following trend for their electronic barriers: n = 4 ≈ n = 5 << n = 3
with ∆E † values of 14.77 kcal mol−1 , 14.80 kcal mol−1 , and 20.67 kcal mol−1 , respectively. For water clusters, our results suggest that CCSD(T)-F12/aQZ-F12 barrier
heights for (H2 O)3 and (H2 O)5 are quite similar near the CBS limit and that ∆E † is
appreciably smaller for (H2 O)4 : (26.87 kcal mol−1 for n = 4 < 29.98 kcal mol−1 for
n = 3 . 30.40 kcal mol−1 for n = 5). In contrast to the HF and water clusters, our
CCSD(T)-F12/aQZ-F12 electronic barrier heights for the hydrogen chloride clusters
vary monotonically with the size of the cluster: n = 3 < n = 4 << n = 5 with ∆E †
values of 27.38 kcal mol−1 , 30.84 kcal mol−1 , and 37.89 kcal mol−1 , respectively. For
all HF, H2 O, and HCl clusters, our CCSD(T)-F12/aQZ-F12 barrier heights indicate
that MP2 significantly underestimates ∆E † but reproduces the overall trends for the
systems.
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Introduction
1.1

Synchronous Proton Transfer

A hydrogen atom that is covalently bonded to an electron withdrawing group or
to a highly electronegative atom, such as nitrogen, oxygen, or fluorine, (X) in a
δ−

δ+

molecule can develop a significant partial positive charge (X − H). 1–5 As electron
density is pulled away from the H atom towards the other part of the molecule, it also
exposes the positively charged proton in the nucleus to a significant extent because
a neutral H atom only has a single electron to begin with and lacks core electrons to
provide shielding for the nucleus. These two factors give rise to special class of strong
and highly directional dipole-dipole electrostatic interactions called hydrogen bonds
when the H atom carrying the partial positive charge is attracted to an electronrich nucleophile such as a negatively charged group or an atomic center carrying a
δ−

δ+

δ−

δ+

partial negative charge (eg., X − H · · · X − H). 6 An example is shown in Figure 1
where two hydrogen chloride molecules form a hydrogen bond, resulting in a dimer.
We adopt the common practice of using dotted lines to denote these intermolecular
hydrogen bonds with the partially positive hydrogen atom on one side referred to as
the hydrogen bond donor and the nucleophile on the other side referred to as the
hydrogen bond acceptor. For homogeneous X − H systems in the gas phase with
more than two molecules, hydrogen bonds can commonly form cyclic arrangements
from small molecular fragments, as depicted in Figure 2 for small hydrogen-bonded
clusters of hydrogen chloride molecules.
Participating in many important biochemical and physical processes, 7–9 proton
transfer is a chemical reaction where a proton (H+ ) is transferred from one atom to
another. 10 The process can occur through a stepwise or synchronous mechanism. 8,11–18
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During synchronous proton transfer (SPT), all of the protons are transferred simultaneously in a concerted motion. For the previously mentioned cyclic hydrogen-bonded
HCl clusters in Figure 2, the SPT reaction can occur with each X − H molecule serving as a proton donor by transferring its covalently-bonded H+ while also serving as
a proton acceptor by receiving an H+ from an adjacent X − H molecule. This mechanism must also overcome an energy barrier height (∆E † ) where the cyclic transition
state’s hydrogen atoms are equidistant to the X atom, and as an example, the SPT
for HCl trimer is shown in Figure 3.

2

Figure 1: Hydrogen bonding of HCl dimer. The partially positive (δ+) hydrogen
atom of one HCl molecule (left) shares an electrostatic attraction with the partially
negative (δ−) chlorine atom of the second HCl molecule (right). Hydrogen atoms are
white. Chlorine atoms are green. Covalent bonds are depicted by solid lines between
the atoms, and hydrogen bonds are depicted by dashed lines.

(a) HCl trimer

(b) HCl tetramer

(c) HCl pentamer

Figure 2: Common cyclic arrangements of HCl trimer, tetramer, and pentamer in the
gas phase. Hydrogen atoms are white. Chlorine atoms are green. Covalent bonds
are depicted by solid lines between the atoms, and hydrogen bonds are depicted by
dashed lines.

3

Figure 3: The synchronous proton transfer reaction for HCl trimer. During the
proton transfers in a concerted motion (blue arrows), the HCl trimer minimum must
overcome its energetic barrier height for SPT (∆E † ) (double-sided arrow). The structure for the SPT transition state is energetically higher than the zero-point energy
structure for the SPT minimum.
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1.2

HF, H2 O, and HCl Structures

The left column of Figure 4 depicts the cyclic structures adopted by small cyclic HF
clusters, (HF)n (n = 3 − 5), in the gas phase. Both experimental and computational
studies have confirmed that these minima are planar with Cnh point group symmetry. 19–25 As depicted by the right column of Figure 4, the transition states for SPT in
each hydrogen fluoride cluster have been identified in prior investigations. 21,22,24,25 A
clever application of the many-body expansion (MBE) for clusters 22 in conjunction
with various ab initio methods was employed to rigorously characterize the electronic
barrier heights for synchronous proton transfer in these (HF)n (n = 3 − 5) systems,
providing values near 20.9 kcal mol−1 , 15.2 kcal mol−1 , and 16.8 kcal mol−1 , respectively.
Small cyclic H2 O clusters, (H2 O)n (n = 3 − 5), also adopt similar structures in
the gas phase, and they are shown in the left column of Figure 5. Computational
investigations have confirmed that these minima have C1 , S4 , and C1 point group
symmetry, respectively. 23–27 The right column of Figure 5 depicts the transition states
for SPT in each water cluster that have been identified in previous studies. 24,25 The
MP2 ab initio method was employed to characterize the electronic barrier heights for
SPT in these (H2 O)n (n = 3 − 5) systems that ranged from 23.3 kcal mol−1 for the
tetramer to 27.0 kcal mol−1 for the trimer.
Figure 6 depicts the lowest energy structures that have been identified for small
cyclic HCl clusters, (HCl)n (n = 3 − 5). Computational studies have determined
that these minima have C3h , C4h , and C1 point group symmetry, respectively. 28,29
Though the minimum structures for small HCl clusters, and even the SPT structures for small mixed clusters of HF, H2 O, and HCl, have been studied theoretically
and experimentally, 30–32 the SPT transition state structures of and electronic barrier
heights for small HCl clusters have not been identified nor investigated to the best of

5

our knowledge.
In the current study, we rigorously characterize the electronic barrier heights associated with SPT using the same computational methods to facilitate direct comparison between the two systems in (HF)n and (H2 O)n (n = 3 − 5). In addition,
this work identifies the first transition state structures for SPT in the analogous HCl
clusters. We also extend the same computational analysis to reliably determine the
electronic barrier heights for (HCl)n (n = 3 − 5).
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(a) HF trimer minimum (C3h )

(b) HF trimer TS (D3h )

(c) HF tetramer minimum (C4h )

(d) HF tetramer TS (D4h )

(e) HF pentamer minimum (C5h )

(f) HF pentamer TS (D5h )

Figure 4: General structures of the minima (left column) and synchronous proton
transfer transition states (right column) along with their corresponding point group
symmetries (in parentheses) for the hydrogen fluoride clusters: (HF)n where n = 3−5.
Hydrogen atoms are white. Fluorine atoms are cyan. Covalent bonds are depicted
by solid lines between the atoms, and hydrogen bonds are depicted by dashed lines.
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(a) H2 O trimer minimum (C1 )

(b) H2 O trimer TS (Cs )

(c) H2 O tetramer minimum (S4 )

(d) H2 O tetramer TS (D2d )

(e) H2 O pentamer minimum (C1 )

(f) H2 O pentamer TS (Cs )

Figure 5: General structures of the minima (left column) and synchronous proton
transfer transition states (right column) along with their corresponding point group
symmetries (in parentheses) for the water clusters: (H2 O)n where n = 3−5. Hydrogen
atoms are white. Oxygen atoms are red. Covalent bonds are depicted by solid lines
between the atoms, and hydrogen bonds are depicted by dashed lines.
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(a) HCl trimer minimum (C3h )

(b) HCl tetramer minimum (C4h )

(c) HCl pentamer minimum (C1 )

Figure 6: General structures of the minima along with their corresponding point
group symmetries (in parentheses) for the hydrogen chloride clusters: (HCl)n where
n = 3 − 5. Hydrogen atoms are white. Chlorine atoms are green. Covalent bonds
are depicted by solid lines between the atoms, and hydrogen bonds are depicted by
dashed lines.
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2

Computational Details

The local minima and synchronous proton transfer transition states and a few additional higher-order saddle points were examined for (HF)n , (HCl)n , and (H2 O)n
where n = 3, 4, 5. Each unique structure was fully optimized using the MP2 ab
initio method with Dunning’s double-, triple- and quadruple-ζ correlation consistent basis sets augmented with diffuse functions on all atoms. 33–35 The basis sets
are typically denoted as “aug-cc-pVXZ” and abbreviated in the following sections as
“aXZ” where X = D, T, Q. Harmonic vibrational frequencies were also computed
for each MP2/aug-cc-pVXZ (X = D, T, Q) optimized structure. Vibrational modes
corresponding to the imaginary frequencies of each transition state structure were
visualized using the Molden program to confirm that they corresponded to SPT. 36
Structures of each stationary point were also reoptimized with the CCSD(T) method
and aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. The energetic difference between the electronic energy
of each transition state and the minimum was used to define the synchronous proton
transfer energy barrier denoted as ∆E † .
Additionally, explicitly correlated CCSD(T) single-point energy computations 37–40
were performed with the corresponding triple- and quadruple-ζ basis sets augmented
with diffuse functions (aTZ-F12 and aQZ-F12) 41,42 using the Molpro quantum chemistry program. 43,44 These results were obtained with the default auxiliary basis sets
unscaled triples contributions and the F12b ansatz using the CCSD(T)/aTZ optimized geometries.
All MP2 optimizations and frequency computations were performed with the
Gaussian16 software package. 45 The conical CCSD(T) energy and analytical gradient computations were performed with the CFOUR suite of quantum chemistry
programs. 46 A frozen-core approximation was employed that excluded the 1s-like or10

bitals of fluorine and oxygen as well as 1s-, 2s-, and 2p-like orbitals of chlorine from the
electron correlation calculations. For the MP2 and CCSD(T) optimized geometries,
the final Cartesian forces did not exceed 1.5 × 10−5 Eh /a0 .
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3

Results and Discussion
3.1

Geometries

The optimized structures obtained here for the minima and synchronous proton transfer transition states of the (HF)n and (H2 O)n clusters where n = 3−5 are very similar
to those reported in the previous studies reviewed in Section 1. As such, the discussion
in this section focuses on structures for the HCl clusters, particularly the transition
states for the SPT that are, to the best of our knowledge, reported here for the first
time.
The HCl synchronous proton transfer transition states were initially constructed
using the isovalent (HF)n D3h , D4h , and D5h structures (Figure 4). Analogous to the
hydrogen fluoride trimer, the D3h structure of the hydrogen chloride trimer (Figure
7) is a transition state for SPT with one imaginary frequency.
In contrast to the hydrogen fluoride tetramer transition state, the D4h structure in
the top row of Figure 8 corresponds to a higher-order saddlepoint for hydrogen chloride tetramer with two imaginary frequencies. After relaxing the symmetry, an additional stationary point with one imaginary frequency associated with SPT was found:
the D2d transition state depicted by the bottom row of Figure 8. The MP2/aQZ
computations indicated that the D2d transition state structure was 0.21 kcal mol−1
energetically lower relative to the D4h second-order stationary point structure.
Unlike (HF)5 , the D5h structure of (HCl)5 (top row of Figure 9) corresponds to
a higher-order saddlepoint with three imaginary frequencies rather than a transition
state with only one. Relaxing the symmetry of the D5h structure led to the identification of an additional stationary point with a single imaginary vibrational mode
corresponding to SPT. This C1 transition state is shown in the bottom row of Figure

12

9. Our MP2/aQZ computations determined that the C1 transition state structure
was 2.49 kcal mol−1 lower than the D5h third-order saddlepoint.
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(a) HCl trimer TS (D3h )

Figure 7: The optimized structure of the synchronous proton transfer transition state
along with its corresponding point group symmetry (in parentheses) for (HCl)3 . Hydrogen atoms are white. Chlorine atoms are green.
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(a) D4h (Perspective 1)

(b) D4h (Perspective 2)

(c) D2d (Perspective 1)

(d) D2d (Perspective 2)

Figure 8: The optimized structures of the D4h second-order stationary point (top row)
and the D2d synchronous proton transfer transition state (bottom row) for (HCl)4 with
two perspectives (in parentheses). Perspective 1 (left column) depicts a view that is
orthogonal to the mean plane of chlorine atoms, and Perspective 2 (right column)
depicts a view that is aligned with the mean plane of chlorine atoms. Hydrogen
atoms are white. Chlorine atoms are green.
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(a) D5h (Perspective 1)

(b) D5h (Perspective 2)

(c) C1 (Perspective 1)

(d) C1 (Perspective 2)

Figure 9: The optimized structures of the D5h third-order stationary point (top row)
and the C1 synchronous proton transfer transition state (bottom row) for (HCl)5 with
two perspectives (in parentheses). Perspective 1 (left column) depicts a view that is
orthogonal to the mean plane of chlorine atoms, and Perspective 2 (right column)
depicts a view that is aligned with the mean plane of chlorine atoms. Hydrogen
atoms are white. Chlorine atoms are green.
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3.2

Electronic Barrier Heights Associated With SPT

Table 1 displays the computed synchronous proton transfer energy barriers for (HF)n ,
(H2 O)n , and (HCl)n where n = 3 − 5. Canonical MP2 and CCSD(T) energies computed with the aTZ basis set are reported in the first two columns of data followed
by our explicitly correlated CCSD(T) data obtained with the aTZ-F12 and aQZ-F12
basis sets. The MP2/6-311++G(3df,3pd ) results from Reference 25 and the composite MBE ab initio barriers from Reference 21 are reported in the last two columns
for comparison.
For the hydrogen fluoride clusters, all of the MP2 and coupled cluster data compiled in Table 1 indicate that the electronic barrier height for synchronous proton
transfer in (HF)3 is approximately 6 kcal mol−1 larger than for both n = 4 and n
= 5. Our canonical and explicitly correlated CCSD(T) results suggest that the barrier heights for (HF)4 and (HF)5 are essentially identical at the CBS limit with the
CCSD(T)-F12/aQZ-F12 ∆E † values differing by only 0.03 kcal mol−1 . Although the
MP2 method significantly underestimates the barrier heights with basis sets of tripleζ quality (by 2 − 3 kcal mol−1 ), it does reproduce the general trend in barrier heights
for SPT in these HF clusters: (n = 4 ≈ n = 5 << n = 3). In contrast, the composite
MBE Scheme employed in Reference 21 predicts somewhat larger ∆E † values than
our explicitly correlated coupled cluster results obtained with the aQZ-F12 basis set.
The composite MBE values differ less than 0.5 kcal mol−1 from our CCSD(T)-F12
results for (HF)3 and (HF)4 , but their ab initio barrier height for SPT in the pentamer is nearly 2 kcal mol−1 larger than our CCSD(T)-F12/aQZ-F12 ∆E † value of
14.80 kcal mol−1 (Table 1) which provides a somewhat different qualitative trend for
this series: n = 4 < n = 5 << n = 3.
With the water clusters, we see that the electronic barrier height for synchronous
proton transfer in (H2 O)4 is ca. 3 − 4 kcal mol−1 smaller than ∆E † for either n =
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3 or n = 5 for all of the MP2 and coupled-cluster data reported in Table 1. The
canonical and explicitly correlated CCSD(T) computations indicate that the barrier
heights for SPT in (H2 O)3 and (H2 O)5 are very similar, with the barriers for the
pentamer being larger by approximately 0.4 kcal mol−1 near the CBS limit. The
CCSD(T)-F12/aQZ-F12 barrier heights for the trimer and pentamer are 29.98 and
30.40 kcal mol−1 , respectively, while ∆E † for the tetramer is 26.87 kcal mol−1 . As
with the HF clusters, the MP2 method underestimates ∆E † for the (H2 O)n systems
by several kcal mol−1 relative to the coupled-cluster results. Nevertheless, the MP2
data predicts the general trend in barrier heights for SPT in these water clusters:
n = 4 < n = 3 . n = 5.
Unlike the hydrogen fluoride and water clusters, the (HCl)n clusters exhibit a
monotonic increase in the electronic barrier heights for synchronous proton transfer
as n increases from 3 to 5 (Table 1). The CCSD(T)-F12 results obtained with the
aQZ-F12 basis set show that the barrier begins at 27.38 kcal mol−1 for the trimer and
grows to 30.84 kcal mol−1 for the tetramer (a change of more than 3 kcal mol−1 ) before
significantly increasing by another 6 kcal mol−1 to 37.89 kcal mol−1 for the pentamer.
As observed for the (HF)n and (H2O)n systems, MP2 tends to underestimate the
∆E † values rather significantly but reproduces the overall trend for the (HCl)n series:
n = 3 < n = 4 << n = 5.
When comparing the different clusters to each other for a given value of n, we see
that ∆E † is always smallest for (HF)n . With the exception of n = 3, the largest barrier
heights are obtained for (HCl)n . Near the CCSD(T) CBS limit, all three of the water
clusters have fairly similar barriers that span a fairly narrow range of only ≈ 3 kcal
mol−1 . The variations between the smallest and largest CCSD(T)-F12 ∆E † values
grow to nearly 6 kcal mol−1 for the (HF)n clusters and to approximately 10 kcal mol−1
for the (HCl)n clusters. These trends are shown in Figure 10 with the CCSD(T)F12/aQZ-F12 data, but they are consistent across all of the MP2 and coupled-cluster
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results reported in Table 1. MP2/aTZ underestimates the CCSD(T)/aTZ barrier
heights in a similar trend: (HF)n < (H2 O)n < (HCl)n by an average of 1.74 kcal
mol−1 for (HF)n , 3.21 kcal mol−1 for (H2 O)n , and 5.84 kcal mol−1 for (HCl)n . These
correspond to relative deviations of 12% for (HF)n , 11% for (H2 O)n , and 18% for
(HCl)n .
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Table 1: Electronic Barrier Heights for Synchronous Proton Transfer ∆E † (in kcal
mol−1 ) for (HF)n , (HCl)n , and (H2 O)n where n = 3 − 5
MP2 CCSD(T)
CCSD(T)-F12a
Compositeb
aTZ
aTZ
aTZ-F12 aQZ-F12 MBE Scheme
(HF)3 17.89
19.58
20.75
20.67
20.89
(HF)4 11.49
13.17
14.88
14.77
15.23
(HF)5 10.92
12.76
14.93
14.80
16.75
(H2 O)3 26.36
29.15
30.00
29.98
(H2 O)4 22.61
25.76
26.86
26.87
(H2 O)5 25.38
29.07
30.37
30.40
(HCl)3 22.98
27.65
27.00
27.38
(HCl)4 25.38
31.10
30.38
30.84
(HCl)5 31.02
38.14
37.33
37.89
a
Energies computed with CCSD(T)/aTZ optimized geometries
b
Reference 21
c
Reference 25
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MP2c
6-311++G(3df,3pd )
18.7
12.7
12.6
27.0
23.3
26.1
-

Figure 10: CCSD(T)-F12/aQZ-F12 Electronic Barrier Heights for Synchronous Proton Transfer (in kcal mol−1 ) for (HF)n , (HCl)n , and (H2 O)n where n = 3 − 5. Cluster
sizes are depicted by color for all of the trimers (blue), tetramers (orange), and pentamers (grey).
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4

Conclusion

The current study presents a rigorous characterization of (HF)n , (H2 O)n , and (HCl)n
(n = 3 − 5) minimum and synchronous proton transfer transition state structures.
To the best of our knowledge, the transition state structures for hydrogen chloride
clusters have not been identified before this work. The (HCl)3 transition state structure is found to be analogous to the (HF)3 structure with D3h point group symmetry.
In contrast to the Dnh structures for hydrogen fluoride clusters, (HCl)4 and (HCl)5
transition state structures have D2d and C1 point group symmetry, respectively. Currently, we are in the process of extending the analysis to CCSD(T)/aQZ geometry
optimizations and CCSD(T)/aTZ harmonic vibrational frequencies.
In addition to the structural characterization, high-quality electronic barrier heights
for synchronous proton transfer in (HF)n , (H2 O)n , and (HCl)n (n = 3−5) are reported
where ∆E † of hydrogen chloride clusters are presented for the first time to the best
of our knowledge. With hydrogen fluoride clusters, our results suggest that (HF)4
and (HF)5 have nearly identical ∆E † values at the CCSD(T) CBS limit. Compared
to the previous ab initio ∆E † best estimates for HF clusters, we report a smaller (by
about 2 kcal mol−1 ) barrier height for (HF)5 and suggest the following trend from
our CCSD(T)-F12 computations with the aQZ-F12 basis set: 14.77 kcal mol−1 for
n = 4 ≈ 14.80 kcal mol−1 for n = 5 << 20.67 kcal mol−1 for n = 3. Building on the
previous MP2 ∆E † for water clusters, our results indicate that CCSDT-F12/aQZ-F12
energy barriers for (H2 O)3 and (H2 O)5 are quite similar near the CBS limit exhibiting
the following trend: n = 4 < n = 3 . n = 5 with ∆E † values of 26.87 kcal mol−1 ,
29.98 kcal mol−1 , and 30.40 kcal mol−1 , respectively. In contrast to HF and water
clusters, the (HCl)n series exhibits a monotonic variation in ∆E † with cluster size.
Our CCSD(T)-F12/aQZ-F12 computations for the hydrogen chloride clusters give
22

electronic barriers of 27.38 kcal mol−1 for n = 3 < 30.84 kcal mol−1 for n = 4 <<
37.89 kcal mol−1 for n = 5 where the (HCl)5 barrier height is the largest reported
for all clusters. MP2 significantly underestimates the barrier height for synchronous
proton transfer but reproduces the general trends for HF, H2 O, and HCl clusters.
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